
Barnstaple Camera Club

Digital Knockout Evening

Four images, four rounds - can you stay in the game until Round 4 with your final images ending up with the 
highest number of votes from the members.  This is a fun night that will only work with all our members 
participating in the evening’s event.

You decide which image you want to show in each round with the club members voting in each round on the night.
If your image receives enough votes then you get to stay in the game for the next round, if not, you’re out from the 
following rounds.

It’s up to you, put your best image forward in round 1, and make it to round 2 or leave it until one of the following 
rounds and hope you make it to that round.  This is an “Open” event with no “Set Subject”.  So put in an “Ah 
image” to get the votes, or maybe an abstract image to get you to the next round. 
You provide 4 images DPI only jpg format, colour profile sRGB, size 1600 x 1200 or 1200 x 1200 if a square  or 
portrait image, maximum jpg quality setting.  You don’t need to add a canvas area around the image to get the 
correct size for our projector.

File name for each of the images to be:

1 Title-Mxx.jpg ~ image to be shown in Round 1 4 Title-Mxx.jpg ~ image to be shown in Round 4
2 Title-Mxx.jpg ~ image to be shown in Round 2
3 Title-Mxx.jpg ~ image to be shown in Round 3

Example:
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4

1 Jet Plane-M01.jpg 2 Ballon-M01.jpg 3 Scene-M01.jpg 4 Church-M01.jpg

(M** - Members Designation M01, M02, M03…M23, M25...etc.)
Q&As
Can I vote for my own image?
No.
Is there any restriction on what images I can use?
Yes.  No images should have been seen in any previous competition. 
Can I use any of the images in any future club competition?
Yes. 
Who do I send my images to?
Email them to competition secretary, Or, alternatively on a USB stick/CD to the competition secretary.
When do you want the images?
The earlier the better, but all images must be with competition secretary at least one week before the Digital 
Knockout evening.  
What happens if I don’t send the image(s) in with the correct format?
Competition secretary will contact you, and provide assistance to get your images in the correct format/filename 
requirement.
If I need help who do I contact?
Contact competition secretary or any of the committee members. 
Will I get a reminder about the Digital Knockout Evening?
Yes – we will keep on pestering you on a continuous basis until he gets your images!
If I get knocked-out in an early round, will the club members be able to see my images that did not make it 
into the subsequent round?
Yes.  Providing there is enough time for a slide show to view those images at the end of the evening. 
Can I use the image in any future completion?
Yes, providing it is your own image and that you carry out any modification to that image.  You cannot enter the modified 
image by your partner as not all the work on the image is by you.
How will we count the members votes?  
Members voting counting box.
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